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ABSTRACT We discuss the phylogenetic basis of states of consciousness,
and present the central theses of monism and dualism, in which near-death
experiences (NDEs) enjoy very different ontological statuses. Next, we sum
marize the evolution of the genus Homo, with emphasis on neuroanatomical
changes, and define brain and consciousness states. Data suggest that con
sciousness states are produced by brain states. We address the problem of
states of consciousness in other species because consciousness states seem
to emerge from a phylogenetic continuum, and analyze problems connected
with verbal reports of internal experiences. Finally, we examine NDEs as
brain states/consciousness states, and conclude that we need further study
of elements appearing in each NDE with their order of appearance. We dis
cuss problems in the relationship between brain states and consciousness
states, and conclude that science does not need a paradigm shift to deal
with NDE data.
Every word and every brain,
And our ancient family line ...
Everything must come to death.
-Michelangelo Buonarotti, Sonnet, 16th century

When a new phenomenon is accepted as being real, a first step in
its study is its observation and classification. At this stage, specula
tion about its origin and composition is normal. Sometimes this stage
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is never overcome. More often, statistics are used to mask the con
ceptual poverty related to lack of knowledge of the phenomenon. In
still other cases, the discovery of the phenomenon and some predic
tions about its behavior are accepted as sufficient. For a scientific
explanation, however, it is necessary to construct a hypothetical-de
ductive system, which can be checked against available evidence;
naturally, this demands some simplification, or model creation. In
addition, a phenomenon should be placed within the physical world
to study it more adequately.
In this article we shall present some thoughts about human evo
lution and its link with the appearance of more and more complex
mental phenomena. Then, near-death experiences (NDEs) will be dis
cussed within this framework. We intend this article as a basis to
open an exchange of ideas among interested people.

Monism and Dualism
All ideas about the relationships between the brain and the mind
can be grouped into two main streams of thinking: monism and du
alism. In very general terms, the former holds that all things can

be reduced to one class of substance, while the second maintains that
brain and mind are not mutually reducible. Monism does not assign
ontological freedom to the mind, but considers it as a product of the
brain. There are at least five monist and five dualist positions about
mind/brain relationships (Bunge, 1980). Only dualist positions permit
the possibility of "something," such as a soul, spirit, or astral body,
"going out" of the body and having body-independent out-of-body or
near-death experiences. Clearly, NDEs enjoy a very different onto
logical status in monism and dualism.
A position regarding this problem must be able to survive the scru
tiny of independent observers. However pleasant any pattern of
thinking may be, it must be rejected as soon as an observation ap
pears for which there is no place in it. If such a procedure is not
used, any position is allowed. This can lead to arguments ad igno
rantium: a proposition is considered true simply on the basis that it
has not been proved false, such as acceptance of unidentified flying
objects or ghosts, or an extremely long list of analogous beliefs. In
the following we shall present and comment on scientific data that
can be verified by any reader, and that will help us to decide whether
monism or dualism are to be taken seriously.
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Human Evolution and Brain States
The first stage in this work must be some words about how we
Homo sapiens sapiens evolved. We may consider Homo sapiens sa
piens as the successful result (a work in progress) of a certain num

ber of variations of a genetic pool that produced other variations
that either survived or did not. The phylogenetic changes leading
to Homo sapiens are more or less known. One model suggests the
following steps, which could of course be modified with new scientific
evidence:
About 15 million years ago (all these dates are approximate), a

line leading to the present-day orangutan separated from the line
leading to genus Homo (see Moy& Soli and Kohler, 1993). About 9
million years ago, another branch leading to the modern gorilla
evolved, and about 5 million years ago, the line leading to the modern
chimpanzees emerged. About 4 million years ago, Australopithecus
afarensis appeared, surviving about 1 million years. About 2 to 3
million years ago the Homo line diverged from Australopithecus and
divided into several species; this seems to have occurred in Africa
(Schrenk, Bromage, Betzler, Ring, and Juwayeyi, 1993; Wood, 1992a,

1992b).
About 1 million years ago, Homo erectus migrated to Eurasia. The
descendants of this migration are Homo sapiens neanderthalensis.

About 250,000 years ago, in Africa and probably within a very re
stricted population of Homo erectus, the ancestor of Homo sapiens
sapiens appeared. About 100,000 years ago, our ancestors migrated
to Eurasia (see Gibbons,

1993). The last Homo sapiens neander

thalensis disappeared about 35,000 years ago (Stringer, 1992: Val
ladas, Vandermeersch, and Bar-Yosef, 1988; Wolpoff and Frazer,
1992). After this, Homo sapiens sapiens migrated throughout the
rest of the world and eventually produced civilization as we know
it (Andrews, 1992; Cann, Stoneking, and Wilson; 1987; Cavalli
Sforza, Piazza, Menozi, and Mountain, 1988; Conroy, Pickford,

Senut, Van Couvering, and Mein, 1992; Hill, Ward, Deinoi, Curtis,
and Drake, 1992; Lewin, 1992; Maddison, 1991; Mercier, Valladas,
Joron, Reyss, Leveque, and Vandermeersch, 1991; Simons, 1989;
Stringer, 1990; Stringer and Andrews, 1988; Vigilant, Stoneking,
Harpending, Hawkes, and Wilson, 1991; Walker, Leakey, Harris, and
Brown, 1986; Wolpoff, 1984; Wolpoff and frazer, 1992; Wood, 1992a,
1992b).
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Steven Stanley (1992) proposed an ecological theory for the origin
of the genus Homo. He suggested that about 2.5 million years ago
the evolution of large-brained early Homo followed closely the global
climatic changes signaling the onset of the modern Ice Age. At this
time, forests shrank and grassy habitats expanded, forcing some aus
tralopithecine populations to abandon arboreal activities. It is prob
able that a single fully terrestrial population (or an entire
bottlenecked species) of australopithecines evolved into Homo (Stan
ley, 1992). Stanley noted that this evolution under a crisis situation
entailed only a restriction of the existing behavior and not a sudden
change or mutation. The progressive encephalization followed from
selection pressure, resulting primarily from an extension of the high
fetal growth rate into the postnatal stage. This delayed development
seems to be the reason why humans have the longest interval of
helplessness among all mammals (Stanley, 1992; see also Foley and
Lee, 1989; Gibbons, 1993; Schrenk, Bromage, Betzler, Ring, and Ju
wayeyi, 1993).
During this time, the brain underwent a process of change such

that one of the brain's hemispheres came to control spatial behaviors,
while the other was involved in the regulation of linguistic functions.
This differentiation, coupled to the noteworthy fact that at present
most people are right-handed and have language represented in the
left hemisphere of the brain, needs an explanation. Right-handedness
developed independently and prior to language; in fact, there is evi
dence to suggest that 2 million years ago hominids were right
handed.
Given that our primate ancestors were ambidextrous and that both
brain hemispheres processed information in a symmetrical way, a bi
asing mechanism based on survival has been proposed, in which

hominids were more likely to survive if they fought with the right
hand, while the left one protected the heart. With time, a male
right-handed population was selected. In the case of females, the
fact that young infants are calmed when they hear a heart's beat
ing helped right-handed females to survive predators (see MacLean,
1990). Then, natural selection led to the regulation of dexterity by
the left hemisphere, while the right one dealt with the regulation of
manipulative spatial skills. This does not preclude the possibility
that, as hominids lived in groups, some left-handed people sur
vived.
Language and spatial behavior require a multimodal convergence.
Furthermore, language must follow the appearance of some internal
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representation of the external milieu. If the developing language sys
tem has greater survival value when connected with the mechanisms
controlling dexterity, there will be a bias favoring the left hemi
sphere. On the other hand, from the point of view of hardware, it
will be advantageous for the tongue, a midline organ with bilateral
innervation, to receive its commands from a single hemisphere. These
two coupled effects lead to the above mentioned fact. The nondomi
nant hemisphere is the neurobiological link with the primate path
because its changes have been a matter only of degree.
The conclusion is therefore that evolutionary pressures led to modi
fications in the brain of hominids allowing them to deal better with
internal representation and motor manipulation of the external world
and its objects (Arensburg and Tillier, 1990; Beynon and Dean, 1988;
Brain and Sillen, 1988; Conroy, Vannier, and 'Ibbias, 1990).
The anatomical structures involved in arousal and attention, the
basic components of consciousness states, are phylogenetically old
and correspond to the nuclei giving origin to the cholinergic, norad
renergic, serotonergic, and histaminergic projections to the brain cor
tex. The stimulation of these projections has in common an
optimization of the signal-to-noise ratio, in such a way as to permit
a more accurate transmission of the information arriving to the cor
tex (McCormick, 1989).
Several studies have shown the remarkable development of the hu
man association cortices in volume and complexity of organization.
It has been suggested that the functioning of these structures is the
basis of behavior that is properly human (Connolly, 1950; Crosby,
1982; Pearson and Pearson, 1976; Stephan and Andy, 1969). In the
normal conscious state, with sensory input kept at a minimum, there
is high activity in the frontal cortex, and less in post-central and
temporal regions (Ingvar, 1979). It has been suggested that the fron
tal activity in these conditions comes from a simulation of behavior,
i.e., "an inner anticipatory programming of several alternative be
havioral modes prepared to be used depending upon what will hap
pen" (Ingvar, 1979, p. 21). This frontal activity can be conscious or
unconscious.
An example of conscious activity came from studies of the
neuroanatomical correlates of anticipatory anxiety (Reiman, Fussel
man, Fox, and Raichle, 1989). In these studies, apart from a signifi
cant increase in bilateral temporal lobe activity, related to anxiety
and panic attacks, there is an additional increase of activity in the
bilateral temporofrontal regions near the anterior aspect of the lat-
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eral sulcus. This last activity could be related to an analysis of the
approach to the anxiety-causing stimulus.
Furthermore, in patients with obsessive-compulsive disorder, ab
normalities are observed that involve the orbital frontal cortex, fron
tal white matter, cingulate gyrus, and lenticular nuclei of the right
hemisphere (Garber, Ananth, Chiu, Griswold, and Oldendorf, 1989);
these areas are components of the frontal-limbic pathways. Assuming
that in these patients the left hemisphere is the verbal one, this ab
normal activity could correspond to an unconscious activity in which
a given algorithm, the one leading to the obsessive-compulsive be
havior, is continuously processed, leading to obsessive thinking, and
executed without verbal control, producing compulsive behavior. This
could imply that the nonverbal hemisphere might influence the ver

bal one not only for written or verbal responses, but also for motor
behavior (Gazzaniga, 1985).
According to Paul Green, Stephan Hallett, and Mick Hunter
(1983), the positive symptoms of schizophrenia may come from an
abnormal awareness of the right hemisphere's activity by the left
hemisphere. Also, the anterior corpus callosum, which connects the
right and left frontal lobes, seems to be involved in higher order
cognition (Sidtis, Volpe, Holtzman, Wilson, and Gazzaniga, 1981).
Moreover, it has been suggested that the most differentiated areas
of the prefrontal cortex, which are not connected with the limbic
system, may be involved in complex discrimination and spatial func
tions (Barbas and Pandya, 1989). In agreement with the above, we
think that the neocortical development of the association areas, es
pecially the prefrontal ones, is the basis of self-consciousness (Sani

dos, 1969). Our next step is to discuss a way of representing brain
functioning.

Brain States
First, it is necessary to explain what we mean by "brain state."
Taking the neuron as the simplest unit of the central nervous system,
we have at least three ways of describing brain functioning: as a set
of neurons, as a set of neuronal groups, or as a neuronal network.
Let us select, for example, the neuronal level of description. We must

select one or more neuronal variables to describe their function. For
the purpose of this discussion we shall select the firing state. Then,
for neuron ni we shall have two possible states of si: si = 0 when the
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neuron is not firing and s; = 1 when it is. If we denote by N the
total number of neurons in the brain, the jth state of the system
will be described by a time-dependent vector S
= (Si,

= (1, 2,

.

.

., N, t)

s2, . .. ,sN), where B refers to brain and the s's are the actual

,

values for each neuron. Note that while it is a technological imprac
tibility at this time, there is no scientific principle forbidding the a
priori knowledge of the state of each neuron. Considering that each
neuron is independent, we shall have an N-dimensional discontinu
ous space, in which each point corresponds to a possible state of the
system. For example, the state described by the vector So (1, 2, ...
N, t) = (0, 0, . . ., 0) corresponds to that in which no neuron is
firing at time t. If this state persists for, say 29 minutes, the brain
may be considered as dead.
Using phase space formalism, we can describe the state of the sys

tem called brain (B) by the values of i variables b 1, b2 , . . ., bi, which
are linearly independent. To this system we shall couple a Euclidean
i-dimensional space, F, whose points are determined by the Cartesian
coordinates {bj}. Then, for each possible state of B there will corre
spond a point in F that is called the image point of B. The whole
space will be called the brain states space. The motion of the image
point in the brain states space represents therefore the change of
state of B. Note that this description is a purely neuronal one.

F

Mind States
The definition of a mind state is a rather complex subject. An
examination of the literature clearly indicates that topics such as
mind, consciousness, self, self-consciousness, the unconscious, and
related themes seem to have different meanings for different people.
There is no doubt that this area needs to be cleaned conceptually.
Here we shall speak of consciousness and we shall consider it as a
primitive concept, though this does not preclude its a posteriori elu
cidation.
A statement about consciousness must be made to open the dis
cussion. What could the general characteristics of consciousness
states be? We have several candidates for answers to this question:
for example, that they are private, that they have an intentional con
tent, that we are aware of them, or that they employ internal lan
guage and/or images.
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The most obvious characteristic of consciousness is its continuous
stream, never being the same from moment to moment (James,
1892/1984). The continuous change of consciousness, and the exist
ence of radically different modes of mental working, led to the con
cept of "states of consciousness." Following Charles Tart, we shall
define the normal state of consciousness as follows: "For any given
individual, his normal state of consciousness is the one in which he
spends the major part of his waking hours" (Tart, 1969, p. 1). We
refer to normal individuals and we assume that within this set of
human beings the normal state of consciousness is approximately the
same. The other states can be reached from the normal state of con
sciousness, and we shall refer to them as "alternate states of con
sciousness," instead of Tart's term "altered states of consciousness."
Seeking a list of alternate states of consciousness in the literature
yields a surprising variety of them, including lucid dreams, day
dreaming, meditation, hypnosis, trance, ecstasy, stupor, coma, and
states labeled mystical, hypnagogic, psychotic, creative, drug-induced,
hyperalert, lethargic, hysteric, fragmented, regressive, expanded, and
released (Bourgignon and Evascut, 1977; Fischer, 1971; Globus, Max
well, and Savodnik 1977; Tart, 1969; Valle and von Eckartsberg,
1981; White, 1972; Zaehner, 1972; Zimberg, 1977). This apparent va
riety exists because of the lack of a formal theory defining the dif
ferent states of consciousness and their interconnections.
There have been some interesting theoretical developments point
ing to such a theory but, as far as we know, a theory does not yet
exist (Drab, 1981b; Fischer, 1971; Marsh, 1977; Saavedra-Aguilar and
G6mez-Jeria, 1987; Tart, 1969, 1972, 1977). Some "permanent" psy
chiatric states, such as autism or catatonic schizophrenia, can be
viewed as stable areas in the consciousness state space. On the other
hand, states of consciousness such as NDEs, out-of-body experiences,
and drug-induced states may be viewed as unstable states that can
be reached from the normal one and that decay after some time.
This passage between states is equivalent in the formalism to a
movement in the state space.
For consciousness (C), we may also apply the phase space formal
ism; j linearly independent variables Ick}, a j-dimensional conscious
ness state space, 0, and so on. This will be a purely
consciousness/language description. Nevertheless, we are confronted
with the major problem of finding the variables to be used in the
construction of O. Variables such as attention, memory of several
kinds, concentration, and awareness may be used, but only after con-
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ceptual elucidation of these concepts. This is an open field of re
search.

The Relationship Between Brain States and

Consciousness States
The separate definitions of the brain state space and consciousness
state space do not represent a dualistic position, but rather our tem
porary ignorance of the equivalence between them. We must eluci
date two relevant questions: the relationship between Dim(T) and
Dim(e) and the relationship between the movement of the image
points in both spaces. The former cannot be determined theoretically,
but rather by considering all relevant data regarding brain function
ing and consciousness models. These two spaces are not independent
but are equivalent. Also, the variation of one variable in one space
can be accounted for by the variation of one or several variables in
the other. These variations may or may not be linear.
At this point, we must consider that the normal state of conscious
ness is not a point in the consciousness state space, but a hyper

volume defined by the minimal and maximal values of each variable
varying in this state. External fluctuations, such as those due to
drugs, panic, shocks, sensory deprivation, torture, or asceticism, may
lead the system rather far from a not very stable state. Also, there
is a dynamic equilibrium between the brain and the environment:
slow changes in the latter will produce slow changes in the former.
These changes compel the system to explore an "area" around the
position of stable equilibrium.
This hypervolume limits with some alternate states of conscious
ness, which are geometrically close to the normal state of conscious
ness. This does not mean that we can move from the normal state
to all the neighboring alternate states with the same probability; in
fact, there will be some alternate states that are more accessible due
to the possibility that some variables vary more easily than others,
creating more likely paths. For this reason some alternate states of
consciousness, like the so-called mystical one(s), are reached by fewer
people than others such as out-of-body or tunnel alternate states.
The problems arising with the definition of brain states and the
differences between mental-state sentences and brain-state sentences
have been discussed by other (Armstrong, 1973; Raab, 1965; Wilkes,
1980) Considering the present knowledge in brain sciences and the
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considerable ambiguity in the verbal description of consciousness
states, we need to employ a rational and cautious approach to over
come these difficulties.
In this regard, we may employ Jeffrey Gray's approach to the
analysis of anxiety (Gray, 1987): a certain internal state is called
"anxiety" in consciousness language, and in brain language this state
is probably located somewhere inside the limbic system. Therefore,
we may consider two forms of description for anxiety: a description
of the psychological processes that are modified by the anxiety-sup
pressing drugs, that is, a description of the psychology of anxiety;
and a description of the neuronal processes modified by these drugs,
that is, a neurobiological description of anxiety (Gray, 1987).
The integration of both descriptions will produce a neuropsychology
of anxiety erasing the artificial brain/consciousness division. We must
stress that we are not describing two different phenomena but are
employing two different levels of abstraction. This approach was used
in our neurobiological model of NDEs (G6mez-Jeria and Saavedra
Aguilar, 1994; Saavedra-Aguilar and G6mez-Jeria, 1989a, 1989b).
The question that is still unanswered is whether a physical rela
tionship between brain and consciousness exists. Let us first examine
dualist positions. If we accept that consciousness is a nonphysical
thing (substance dualism) or that the brain has a set of nonphysical
properties (property dualism), or any other possible dualist position,
then we need to answer scientifically when nonphysical consciousness
or nonphysical brain properties appeared. We may say as a provi
sional answer that they appeared at a certain stage "A" of human
evolution; for example, that they appeared in Australopithecus or in
Homo habilis. The next question to answer is why they appeared at
this stage and not at a previous one. The only reasonable scientific
answer would be because at stage "A" the physical structures of the
central nervous system made it possible. This implies a causal rela
tionship between physical structure and "nonphysical mind" or "non
physical brain properties." Unless we hold that physical structure at
stage "A" involved a "kind of connection"-which must finally must
be of a physical nature-between the physical body and "nonphysical
mind" lying in another "plane"-a nonscientific answer that also
maintains a causal brain/nonphysical mind relationship but allows
the existence of souls, heavens, and hells-we must conclude that
when physical structures disappear, "nonphysical minds" or "non
physical brain properties" also disappear.
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Stage "A" could be moved back to more distant ancestors, but that
would lead to interesting problems like the existence of consciousness
states in whales, chickens, or proconsuls. This reductio ad absurdum
argument will always lead to the general conclusion that conscious
ness states are produced by brain states, and that human states exist
because of the particular form of brain evolution attained in Homo
sapiens sapiens. Within this context, Kenneth Arnette's (1992) at
tempt to revive dualism by using NDE data is untenable. On the
other hand, the emergence of consciousness through evolution leads
to the natural question of the existence of consciousness states in
other species, since brain states exist because of neuronal function
ing.

Consciousness States in Other Species
The existence of phylogenetic continuity in some mental processes,
such as world perception, is expected. This hypothesis leads naturally
to the question of the existence of consciousness states in species
close to us in the evolutionary line, like the great apes. The genetic
distance between chimpanzees and humans is remarkably small
(King and Wilson, 1975).
If the great apes have consciousness states, it is necessary that
they be aware of their internal states and be able to communicate
them, though it is not necessary that their internal experiences
should be similar to ours.
Determining whether apes have consciousness states requires a
knowledge of how these species experience the world: their percep
tions, thoughts, and feelings (Mason, 1976). As James Gibson (1966,
p. 5) pointed out, "the perceptual systems, including the nerve cen
ters at various levels up to the brain, are ways of seeking and ex
tracting information about the environment from the flowing array
of ambient energy." Taking behavior as the final point of an infor
mation processing sequence (Mason, 1976), our first step in the
analysis of consciousness states in great apes involves a comparison
of sensory capacities.
Humans and great apes have virtually identical color vision, while
humans have an increased sensitivity to low frequency sounds and
a reduced sensitivity to high frequency ones (King and Fobes, 1974).
Regarding olfaction, humans show an important loss of olfaction as
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a mode of communication, accompanied by changes in olfactory ana
tomical correlates (King and Fobes, 1974; Stephan and Andy, 1969).
Regarding brain anatomy, comparative studies of the Sylvian fis
sure have shown that it is longer in the left hemisphere of the human
brain than in the right, and that chimpanzees show this same asym
metry to a lesser degree (Yeni-Kanshian and Benson, 1976). If func
tional asymmetries are associated with anatomical asymmetries,
then asymmetry in brain functioning is not limited to humans. De
spite the above, a comparative study of neocortical development in
insectivores and primates showed (Stephan and Andy, 1969) that the
differences between the indices of cortical progression in chimpanzees
and humans are greater than between chimpanzees and insectivores,
showing the great neocortical development achieved by humans in
relation to apes; and that gorillas, who are well known to have a
social behavior, have a comparatively low cortical index compared to
other apes.
On the other hand, experimental evidence has shown that chim
panzees can respond to relations among elements and to specific at
tributes of elements; classify objects according to their physical
properties; distinguish the physical properties of the sign of an object
from the properties of the object signified; carry out intermodal in
tegration; work with functional categories; remember selectively; an
ticipate the consequences of their own actions and, to a lesser degree,
the actions of others; reconstitute concepts, as in "ducks = water
birds"; learn by observation; and recognize their own mirror reflec
tions (Beck, 1974; Fouts, 1974; Gallup, 1968, 1970, 1977; Mason,
1976).
To further develop our analysis, we must say some words about

communication, self-recognition, and self-consciousness. It has been
suggested that "The capacity for self-recognition [in mirrors], al
though influenced by learning, is predicated on a sense of identity,"
(Gallup, 1977, p. 334) and that the mirror is only a means of objec
tifying self-concept. Self-recognition implies a certain degree of self
consciousness, or self-awareness, but there are no studies directed
at knowing the degree of self-consciousness in great apes or whether
self-consciousness in apes is a permanent state or is only evoked by
random circumstances.
The studies of communication between humans and great apes still
have not provided conclusive results (Fouts, 1974; Mounin, 1974,
1976; von Glassersfeld, 1974). William Mason (1976) suggested that,
at the level of vocalized language, the difference between humans
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and great apes is qualitative, while at the level of concept formation,
that difference is only quantitative. Of interest also is the suggestion
that the basis of language is not unique to language itself but is also
the basis for other behaviors (Fouts, 1974). Finally, Benjamin Beck
(1974) pointed out that since language is well suited for observation
learning, and chimpanzees' proficient tool behavior is due mainly to
observation learning, it is not strange that they show an interesting
language ability.
If we accept Mason's premise that "All behavior that is guided by
sensory information, that is, most of the behavior that interests us,
implies some type of schema or functional 'image' of the environment"
(1976, p. 284), and if we consider the above information, it would
not be too far-fetched to suggest that if any species other than hu
mans have consciousness states, then chimpanzees and orangutans
are the best candidates.
Be that as it may, it seems conceivable that most human conscious
ness states are radically different from the consciousness states of
the great apes. The main reasons are our high degree of self-con
sciousness and the internal and external use we make of verbal lan
guage. In this respect, NDEs are typically human.
Nevertheless, the above discussion was necessary in order to place
these experiences within the general framework of consciousness
states that seems to emerge from a phylogenetic continuum. On the
other hand, as speaking mammals we use language to report our
internal experiences. In the next section we mention some problems
related to language use.

Verbal Reports of Internal Experiences
The role of verbal (or written) language is fundamental in the re
search of alternate states of consciousness. Verbal systems, developed
from the perceptual world, sometimes dissociate from it, becoming
isolated within their own reality and acquiring truth value per se.
As an example, we may cite the cases of some religious, political,
and economic theories, which are verbal constructions devoid of any
scientific base, yet which exist and propagate through time. In some
moments of world history their proponents have had the opportunity
to implement their models and have found that reality was different
from what their models predicted. Intelligent people usually try to
adapt models to reality; nevertheless, the existence of mass murder,
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population deportation, concentration camps, and general economic
failure shows that people sometimes insist on trying to adapt reality
to their models.
On a smaller scale, verbal reports do not generally describe what
a subject has perceived. For example, in chronic schizophrenia, the
initial verbal descriptions of hallucinations do not correspond to what
individuals perceived. Interestingly, in normal individuals the secon
dary elaboration of the hallucinatory state may result in hallucina
tions, illusions, eidetic imagery, or hypnagogic states that are related
to their actual needs and wishes.
Furthermore, the use of hallucinogenic drugs causes an impair
ment of learning and retention of connected verbal material, espe
cially of the neutral kind, an effect restricted to accuracy (Paul,
1964). Also, the individual has better recall of experiences that are
likely to occur in the normal state of consciousness (Linton, Langs,

and Paul, 1964). Finally, written reports of the same experience by
different persons show clear internal consistency (Oxman, Rosenberg,
Schnurr, Tucker, and Gala, 1988).
Dissonance is defined as
a negative state of psychological tension aroused when the individ
ual holds two cognitions that are mutually inconsistent. Dissonance
arousal motivates the individual to reduce dissonance by changing
one or both of the inconsistent cognitions. (Kiesler and Pallak, 1976).

In general, it is demanded that attitude and behavior be consistent.
Let us suppose that someone believing in life after death has a NDE
in which he or she sees lights and figures. The experiencer will natu
rally interpret light as "heavenly lights" and the figures as "sacred
beings," such as angels or gods. For this reason the researcher must
try to get information from experiencers before it is further elabo
rated verbally (see for example G6mez-Jeria, 1993). Furthermore, the
possibility that the nonverbal hemisphere influences the verbal one
for spoken or written responses must not be ruled out (Gazzaniga,
Holtzman, and Smylie, 1987; Sidtis, Volpe, Holtzman, Wilson, and
Gazzaniga, 1981).
The need for keeping scientific objectivity in near-death studies is
stressed by its particular nature. In fact, if a near-death researcher
falls into parochial attitudes, he or she will be exposed to two dan
gers: interacting with NDErs in a way leading to the so-called "self
fulfilling prophecy" (Jones, 1986), or becoming lost in an unreal but
self-consistent verbal world. This kind of deviation is not new in hu-
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man history. Long ago it was said that "after inventing their systems,
they accumulate dispersed texts and names and transpose them from
their natural sense to a forced one" (Iranaeus, ca. 180).

Brain States and NDEs
In light of the above considerations, we consider NDEs as a con
sciousness (purely psychological description)/brain (purely neurobi
ological description) state. We fully agree with Kevin Drab (1981a,
1981b) that the NDE is constituted by a variety of alternate states
of consciousness, of discrete configurations.
In his study of the tunnel experience, Drab noted that "The ma
jority of cases experienced no preceding [experiential] elements or

sense of logical transition to their TEs [tunnel experiences]" (Drab,
1981a, p.137). This is also true for NDEs, in which one finds sudden
transitions between states of consciousness (Drab, 1981b). Interest
ingly, even in nonscientific popular books we may find data about
abrupt transitions in NDEs. For example, in one of Raymond Moody's
books citing historical accounts of NDEs, this fact appeared clearly
stated (Moody, 1977).
An interesting feature of NDEs that could help in the construction
of a general theory of alternate states of consciousness is the ap
pearance of different states along well-defined temporal paths: out

of-body experiences, tunnels, panoramic memory, simple and complex
visual hallucinations, and so on. Therefore, it would be of great heap
this line of work if researchers possessing NDE data banks produced
a detailed study including the elements appearing in each experience,
together with their temporal order of appearance. This information,

coupled with analogous results for out-of-body experiences and other
alternate states of consciousness, will allow the construction of sub
spaces of P and 0. We urge near-death researchers to provide this
kind of information.
These arguments imply that our neurobiological model for NDEs
must be considered as a special case in which the elements appeared
in a certain order (Saavedra-Aguilar and G6mez-Jeria, 1989a, 1989b).
Further elaboration of our model is dependent upon the determina
tion of the different alternate states appearing in NDEs, together
with their order of appearance, and the neurobiological modeling of
each alternate state (see for example G6mez-Jeria and Saavedra-
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Aguilar, 1994). The concept of brain modules could help in this task
(Gazzaniga, 1985).
NDE reports are always subsequent to the experience itself; this
fact hinders the measurement of the variables needed to locate the
corresponding hypervolume in F. Nevertheless, the similarity among
some aspects of NDEs and those of other alternate states of con
sciousness, together with the clear dependence of consciousness upon
brain functioning, allows us to infer the kind of participation of some
cerebral structures in these phenomena.
On the other hand, the lack of knowledge of all the variables de
fining the e space makes the location of the hypervolume(s) corre
sponding to the different NDE stages and the formal comparison of
them with alternate states of consciousness difficult. For these rea
sons it is not possible even to try to deduce the mathematical trans
formation among the movements of the image points in
and O.
Nevertheless, with the recent use of positron emission tomography
and magnetic resonance imaging, the first functional brain/conscious
ness relationships are beginning to appear (Posner, 1993). It seems
to us that in the next few years the study and analysis of r/ rela
tionships will undergo very rapid development.
There is another problem appertaining to all consciousness states:
the lack of an instantaneous relationship between brain state and
consciousness state. As all consciousness states are the result of a
brain state, they must follow them in time. This is so because a cer
tain amount of time is needed between the establishment of a neuro
nal configuration and the appearance of some content in the field of
consciousness (Gurwitsch, 1979).
Other problems that need attention are the way in which the brain
generates material later reaching the field of consciousness through
symbolic imagery and the unconscious actions that are the product
of neuronal activity.
We suggest that this field of research is marvelous enough without
invoking souls. Science does not need a paradigm shift to deal with
NDE data (Serdahely, 1990). This is only a pretext to insert into
science personal beliefs that destroy its objectivity and rationality. If
anything is needed, it is a shift to rational thinking. William Serda
hely (1990) mentioned the rise of "exotic" experiences and the resis
tance, suppression, and skepticism of scientists working under the
present scientific paradigm.
In this respect we agree that the number of people undergoing or
admitting "exotic" experiences is growing. It is also clear that the

r
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number of people under psychiatric treatment and the number of
automobile crashes are growing. The real problem is why all these
numbers (and others) are growing. Maybe factors such as the psy
chopathology of urban life, internal conflicts of daily life, growing
anxiety in a stressful way of life, and the transformation of our so
cieties into what Marshall McLuhan (McLuhan and Powers, 1992)
called "the global village" should be considered.
We have two counterexamples to suggest that a paradigm shift is
unnecessary. In the 1960s a lot of people began to experiment with
mysticism, meditation, Occidentalized Oriental religions, psychedelic
drugs, and so on. What did science do? It provided us with social
psychologists, theories about social learning, humanistic psychology,
and so on. In the 19th century, despite the acknowledgment of fraud,
spiritism continued to be practiced. What did science do? Without a
paradigm shift it provided us with the contributions of Sigmund
Freud and Pierre Janet. Paradigm shift is most probably related to
the necessity of holding a critical quantity of data accessible to all
observers that cannot be explained by the present models and theo
ries. A change of paradigm cannot be invoked for data that are sus
pect, to say the least, and/or accessible only to "privileged"
individuals.
Within this view, models that contradict physical reality (see Lund
hal, 1993a, 1993b), make an appeal to forms of bioenergy so subtle
we cannot even measure them (Ring and Rosing, 1990), insert loose
words such as telepathy (Becker, 1991), or mention visionary encoun
ters happening only "inside the head" must be discarded. We must
also remember that the appeal to "other dimensions" is classical in
pseudoscientific writings: it is the spatial equivalent of "unknown
forces" or "unknown energies" (Becker, 1990; Gliksman and Kelle
hear, 1990; Walker, Serdahely, and Bechtel, 1991).
Finally, we would like to comment briefly on two studies of NDEs
that are of great interest for model creation. In the first one, Mori
Insinger (1991) cited sociologist William Thomas's statement that "If
men define situations as real, they are real in their consequences"
(Thomas and Thomas, 1928, p. 572; cited in Insinger, 1991, p. 141).
This is certainly a true fact explaining not only the a posteriori im
pact of an NDE upon a person, but also political and religious per
secutions, concentration camps, and mass murder. In the second
study, Bruce Greyson found in a sample of suicide attempters that
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The group reporting NDEs and the group not reporting NDEs did
not differ from each other in any parameters measuring psychopa
thology, religious background, or expectations of death and dying.
(1991, p. 183)

He suggested that this finding contradicted the hypothesis that
NDEs represent fantasies based on religious teachings. This is con
sistent with our neurobiological model for NDEs (G6mez-Jeria and
Saavedra-Aguilar, 1994; Saavedra-Aguilar and G6mez-Jeria, 1989a,
1989b), which is not dependent upon religious belief, although sub
sequent verbal reports of these experiences may be. Nevertheless,
we would like to suggest that there is another factor that was not
taken into account: the subliminal one. In fact, subliminal influences
such as television, cinema, personal readings, newspapers, and other
environmental influences could effectively contribute to shaping sub
sequent verbal reports despite the individual's religious beliefs or
lack of them.
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